
Datasite for NPL 
Optimize and accelerate the 
NPL process with innovation 
and technology.



Execute your NPL 
deals faster than ever
  Manage massive quantities of sensitive data

  Protect sensitive loan-related GPDR information

  Run a faster non-performing loans (NPL) process 



Organize NPL files easily
  Share the sample files easily, and keep the rest of the loan files separate

  Rename and move your files with our bulk editing Excel tool

  Multi-language files? No problem. Preview a translation in 20+ languages

  Optical Character Recognition renders your files searchable and redactable – even files scanned from paper

Share a sample of the loan files 
with potential bidders via the 
index; save the other files in the 
sandbox until they are needed.

Sort through and search massive 
amounts of data with OCR. 20+ 
languages are automatically 
detected and optimized for search.

Truncated file names? Rename, 
copy, and move thousands of 
files at once with Excel import 
editing tool.

Don’t speak the language? Get 
a translated preview.



Eliminate redaction roadblocks
  Achieve 80%  time savings with redaction AI

  Let AI auto-detect and redact 100+ types of personal data governed by privacy laws

  Choose the redaction tool built using the feedback and experience of real dealmakers,  
     who know exactly what is needed to stay compliant

Redact key terms and data types 
automatically across the project. When 
the time comes, unredact in minutes.

Set permissions down to the document level, apply 
watermarks, and customize download access. Lots 
of bidders? No problem. Click and copy roles, then 
make permission tweaks as needed.

Trust the data room vendor with  
best-in-class security certifications.



Prepare and execute your NPL process faster
  Complete vendor due diligence (VDD) faster and more easily

  Quickly review loan files to establish and confirm asset values

  Reach out potential bidders in a fraction of the time with bulk teasers

  Whether it’s your first NPL or your thousandth, lean on the experienced, dedicated, multilingual support team.              
     They’ve done this before and can share best practices, tips, and tricks – 24/7

Send hundreds of customized teasers in 
seconds with bulk email in Datasite Outreach™.

Stay updated on progress with trackers. Flag 
high priority items and monitor VDD progress.

Service is here for you 24/7 
to help you set up your data 
room, train your team, and 
answer your questions.



Get back to business faster
Access the support you need to succeed. We are here for you 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year, 
in 18 different languages. So, you can call, email, or chat with us whenever you need to – then get back to  
what you do best.

Speed 
through 
every task
Set up in minutes.  
Upload content quickly.

Take the 
simple route
Drag and drop data to upload. 
Allocate user permissions in 
just a few clicks.

Work with 
confidence
Operate with peace of mind.  
We’re ISO/IEC 27001 and SOC 2 
Type II accredited, we host in the 
EU, and we’re GDPR compliant.

Find help 
quickly
Call our support staff and 
they’ll answer the phone within 
three rings.

Count on 
the experts
Choose the partners that have 
decades of experience, and 
60,000+ projects behind them.

Protect your 
investment
Stay at cutting edge for 
the long term with our 
frequent SaaS app updates.
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